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Abstract: Metagenomes have presented assembly challenges, how to assembly of multiple genomes from mixed
sequence read of multiple species. Single genome assembler is not sensitive enough when applied in this case. Gen-
ovo is a metagenome assembler under a generative probabilistic model which covers more bases and recovers more
genes than the other methods, but it is designed for 454 single read. Paired end sequencing is currently widely-used in
metagenome project. In this research, we attempt to modify Genovo for paired end read utilizing mate pair information.
First, we extend to add bonus parameter in chinese restaurant process used in Genovo to get a prior accounts for the
unknown number of genomes in sample. This bonus parameter intends a pair of reads should be in a contig so that
it can be one of the efforts to solve chimera contig case. Second, for sampling process of a read location in a contig,
we use relative distance of a read to its mate considering the insert length instead of using distance between offset and
center of contig which is used in Genovo. Using this related distance, a read will be mapped in correct location.
We demonstrate the performance of our modified Genovo by comparing it with the original Genovo itself. We use
simulated metagenomic dataset of 13 virus generated by Metasim with different community complexity. Our strategies
can work well achieving better performance for paired end read and the computational cost doesnt increase, same with
Genovo.
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1. Introduction
Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have allowed

an explosion in sequencing with the increased throughtput and
decrease in cost of sequencing [1]. The field of metagenomic has
adapted to the new type of sequencing technologies which allows
us to generate reads from multiple genomes effectively [2]. While
a number of metagenomes have been sequencing using NGS tech-
nologies, only few works succeeded reporting their assembly re-
sult [3],[4],[5]. Metagenomes have presented a number of addi-
tional assembly challenges, how to assemble multiple genomes
from mixed sequence read of multiple species. The challenges
are from uncertainty about the populations size and composition
[6]. Multiple genomes are represented disproportionately owing
to uneven community composition resulting in poor or no cover-
age of many parts of many genomes [1]. Single- genome assem-
bler is not sensitive enough when applied in this case.

There are a number of effective assemblers for single genomes,
but only five (MetaVelvet, MetaIDBA, Genovo, MAP and IDBA-
UD) attempt to solve metegenome cases. Metavelvet, MetaIDBA
and IDBA-UD use De Bruijn graph approach. They was designed
to handle short read data. MetaVelvet attempts to bin genomes
using graph connectivity and coverage(abundance) difference [5].
MetaIDBA bins genomes based on an important observation, then
for each bin, captures the slight variants of the genomes of sub-
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species from the same species by multiple alignments and rep-
resents the genome of one species, using a consensus sequence
[2]. IDBA-UD is an extended of MetaIDBA solving the prob-
lem that sequencing depth of different regions of genomes from
different species are highly uneven [7]. MAP uses an improved
OLC(Overlap/Layout/Consensus) strategy and mate pair infor-
mation. MAP was designed for reads by Sanger and 454 sequenc-
ing [8]. Genovo is a metagenome assembler under a generative
probabilistic model. It performs a series of iterated deterministic
and stochastic hill climbing moves, based on the iterated condi-
tional modes (ICM) algorithm. Different with the other methods,
Genovo does not throw away any reads hence is able to extract
more information from the data, which contributes to the discov-
ery of more low-abundance sequences. Genovo is designed for
454 sequencing data [6].

The sequencing technologies producing longer reads, such as
454 sequencing (usually 200-500 bp), are still the overwhelming
recommendation and thus remain the major source of metage-
nomic sequence data [8], [9]. Paired end sequencing is cur-
rently widely-used in metagenome project. Genovo covers more
bases and recovers more genes than the other methods, even for
low-abundance sequences, but it is designed for 454 single read.
Therefore, we attempt to modify Genovo for paired end read uti-
lizing mate pair information.

2. Overview of Genovo
Genovo is a metagenome assembler under a generative proba-

bilistic model. An assembly is represented as a list of contigs and
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Fig. 1 The Generative Probabilistic Model in Genovo

a mapping of each read to contigous area in a contig. Each con-
tig is represented as a list of DNA letters {bso}, where bso is the
letter at position o of contig s. Each read xi has its contig num-
ber si and its starting location oi within the contig. The align-
ment(orientation, insertions and deletions) required to match xi

base-for-base with the contig is denoted by yi. Bold-face letters,
such as b or s, represent the set of variables of that type. The
generative probabilistic model is illustrated in Fig. 1. There are N
reads mapped to 3 contigs. The probabilistic model is described
as below
( 1 ) Construct an unbounded number of contigs (each has un-

bounded length)
Assuming that there are infinitely many of contigs. The
number of read is finite, so only a finite number of infinitely
many contigs will have any reads assigned to them.

( 2 ) Assign place holders for the beginning of reads in a coordi-
nate system of contigs and offsets
There is a coordinate system of contigs and offset show-
ing the position of reads mapped in contigs. There are two
steps to map the reads in the contigs, first, partition the reads
to cluster and then assign each cluster of reads to a con-
tig. A chinese restaurant process (CRP) is used to generate
the clusters as a prior accounts for the unknown number of
genomes in the sample, shown in formula 1.

s ∼ CRP(α,N) (1)

The contigs are treated as infinite in length, from minus in-
finity to infinity. A good contig is defined as a contig hav-
ing the most reads toward the center of contig. Therefore, a
starting point of read oi within each contig is assigned using
a symmetric geometric distribution, shown in formula 2 .

oi ∼ G(ρs) ∀i = 1..N (2)

The detail of CRP and the symmetric geometric distribution
will be explained in the Methods section.

( 3 ) Copy each reads letters (with some noise) from the place it
is mapped to in the contig
The read letters xi are copied(with some mismatches) to the

Fig. 2 Iterative Procedures of Genovo

contig starting from position oi and according to the align-
ment yi (encoding orientation, insertion and deletion), shown
in formula 3, li is the length of readi , ρins is the probability
of insertion, ρdel is the probability of deletion and ρmis is the
probability of copied incorrectly(mismatch).

xi, yi ∼ A(li, si, oi,b, ρins, ρdel, ρmis) ∀i = 1..N (3)

To discover appropriate assemblies, Genovo performs a series
of deterministic and stochastic hill-climbing moves in an iterative
fashion to reach the best likelihood. The likelihood of this model
consists of the likelihood of the alignments logp(x,y|s,o,b), the
likelihood for generating (uniformly) each contig letter logp(b),
the likelihood of contigs logp(s), and the likelihood of offsets
logp(o|s, ρ), shown in formula 4,5,6,7 and 8

logp(x,y|s,o,b) + logp(b) + logp(s) + logp(o|s, ρ) (4)

logp(x,y|s,o,b) =
∑
i=1

scorei
READ (5)

logp(b) = −log|β|L (6)

logp(s) = S log(α) +

S∑
i=1

logΓ(Ns) + const(α,N) (7)

logp(o|s, ρs) =

S∑
i=1

[Oslog(1 − ρs) + Nslogρs + const(N)] (8)

where S is the number of contigs, Ns is the number of read in
contig s, Os =

∑Ns
k=1 |ok |, L is the total length of all contigs, ρs is

the control parameter of the length of a contig, β is the count of
DNA character =4 and scorei

READ is the alignment score or readi

mapped to the contig.
The moves, can be said the procedures, are based on the iter-

ated conditional modes (ICM) algorithm maximizing local condi-
tional probabilities sequentially, in order to reach the MAP solu-
tion. The algorithm is run until convergence (200- 300 iterations).
Genovo outputs the assembly that achieved the highest probabil-
ity thus far. The illustration is shown in Fig. 2. The procedures
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are described as below
( 1 ) Consensus contig

This procedure performs ICM updates over the (observed)
letter variable bso by setting the contig to be the consensus
contig of the reads in their current mapping. This procedure
aims to increase the likelihood of alignment.

( 2 ) Read mapping
This procedure performs stochastic ICM updates over the
read variables si, oi, yi. It is the main procedure in Gen-
ovo. A new location of a read (si, oi, yi) is choosen by
sampling from the joint posterior p(si = s, oi = o, yi =

y|xi, y−i, s−i, o−i,b, ρ). In the illustration, a read from the con-
tig 1 moves to the contig 3.

( 3 ) Global moving
These procedures speed up convergence which changes a set
of variables at once.
( a ) Propose indels

If at a specific location most reads have an insertion then
propose to delete the corresponding letter in the contig
and realign the reads. The proposal will be accepted if
improving the likelihood.

( b ) Center
Each contig has a center. A good contig is defined as
a contig having center towards zero. This procedure is
shifting the coordinate system of each contig to maxi-
mize the p(o) component of the likelihood, making the
center of contigs towards zero. In the illustration, there
are 3 contigs. After implementing this procedure, the
center of each contig is shifting toward zero.

( c ) Merge
Merging two contigs whose ends overlap (20 nu-
cleotides), if it improves the likelihood.

( 4 ) Chimeric solving
Chimeric reads are reads having two segments of length ¿
20 that mapped to noncontiguous portions of the reference
genome [10]. Inclusion of these in the assembly may create
chimeric contigs which spuriously join segments from two
different genes [11]. Genovo algorithm assumes that these
reads often find their way to the edge of an assembled con-
tig. In order to solve this case, Genovo occasionally (every 5
iterations) disassembles the reads sitting in the edge of a con-
tig in order to allow other correct reads or contigs to merge
with it so that the likelihood will increase.

3. Methods
We attempt to modify some procedures of Genovo in order to

fit in with 454 paired end read utilizing mate pair information.
First, we modify CRP by adding a bonus parameter. This bonus
parameter intends a pair of reads should be in a contig and also
as one of the efforts to solve chimera contig case. Second, we
modify the sampling process used in the read mapping proce-
dure. We use relative distance of a read to its mate considering
the insert length instead of using distance between offset and cen-
ter in sampling process of a read location in a contig. The detail
methods are explained in the next sections below. We dont use
a chimera solving procedure from Genovo. In our model, more

Fig. 3 Ilustration of CRP for Single and Paired end Read

pairs of reads in the contigs higher the likelihood, therefore using
that procedure will decrease the likelihood of our model, opposite
with the original Genovo which will increase its likelihood. Al-
though not using that procedure, our model doesnt produce any
chimera contig.

3.1 Modified Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP)
Genovo uses chinese restaurant processes to get prior accounts

of the unknown number of genomes in the sample. The concept
of CRP is the rich get richer, next customer sits at a table with
probabibility proportional to number of customers already sitting
at it and sits at new table with probability proportional to a con-
centration parameter, α . Most popular tables attract the most
new customers and become even more popular [12]. In the as-
sembly case, a customer is a read while a table is a contig. A
CRP is a conditional distributions which is invariant to the order
of the items which in our case are the reads [13]. The conditional
distribution of CRP is represented by formula 9.

p(si = s|s−i) =
1

N − 1 + α
.

 N−i,s s is an existing contig
α s represents new contig

(9)

Ni,s counts the number of items, not including i, that are in con-
tig s. For paired end reads, besides concerning with the concept
of the rich get richer, it should also concerns that a pair of reads
should be in a contig. Therefore, we give bonus if a read is in
the same contig with its mate. In the illustration shown in Fig. 3,
a read choose a contig. There are 3 contigs having reads and a
new contig is possible to be created. In single read case, the con-
tig which will be chosen depends on the number of read in the
contig and the concentration parameter, α so that the candidate
contigs are contig I (having the most read) and contig IV.

p(si = s|s−i) =
1

N − 1 + α
.


N−i,s ∗ β s is a mate contig

N−i,s s is an existing contig
α s represents new contig

(10)

While in paired end read case, it should also depend on the
bonus parameter. Therefore the candidate contigs are contig I ,
contig III (having its mate) and contig IV. The conditional distri-
bution of CRP in paired end read case is shown in formula 10.
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Fig. 4 Ilustration of CRP for Single and Paired end Read

Bonus parameter is represented by β. This bonus parameter in-
tends a pair of reads should be in a contig so that can be one of
the efforts to solve chimera case.

3.2 Modified Sampling Process
Sampling process means assigning a location of a read in the

coordinate system of contigs and offsets. Geometric distribution
represents the probability distribution of the number y = x − 1
of failures before the first success, shown in formula 11, p is the
probability on each trial and k is the number of trial [14], [15].

P(x = k) = (1 − p)k p (11)

Genovo uses this concept. Sampling the beginning of a read
(an offset) in a location x means that Genovo got failures sam-
pling an offset in location 1 until x1 and success in location x.
Genovo uses the negative and positive integer for the offsets rep-
resentation in the contigs. A good contig is defined as a contig
having the most reads toward the center of contigs. Therefore
Genovo uses a symmetric variation of geometric distribution that
includes all the negatives integers and is centered at 0 to sample a
starting point oi of read within each contig, shown in formula 12.

G(o;ρs) =

 0.5(1 − ρs)|ot |ρs o , 0
ρs o = 0

(12)

The number of trial, |ot | , is the distance between offset and cen-
ter (the absolute value of the offset). The parameter ρs controls
the length of a contig. This parameter is same with the proba-
bility of success on each trial p in the original geometric distri-
bution. As the posterior distribution of p can be determined if
a Beta(α, β) prior is given [14], [15], Genovo also uses a known
beta distribution to update the value of ρs. Genovo sets ρs to the
mode of the Beta distribution (1+Ns, 1+β+Os) =

Ns
Ns+β+Os

where

Os =
∑Ns

K=1 |ot |

For paired end reads, the offset sampling process should care of
the insert length parameter. In our modified, we use relative dis-
tance of the read to its mate considering the insert length. In the
illustration shown in Fig. 4, there is a pair read with insert length
distribution (µ, δ) = (14, 3). Genovo uses the absolute value of

offset as the number of trial, for an example in Fig. 4, the num-
ber of trial for the 1st read is 3 and for the 2nd read is 15. While
in our modified, the number of trial for the 1st read is same with
Genovo, 3, yet we use relative distance for the 2nd read. The rel-
ative distance is defined by |o1 + µ − o2|. For an example in the
Fig. 4, the number of trial ot2 = |3 + 14 − 15| = 2. The formula
of symmetric geometric distribution for the 1st read is same with
Genovo shown in formula 13, while the ditribution for the 2nd

read is shown in formula 14.

G(o1|ρ1s) =

 0.5(1 − ρ1s)|o1 |ρ1s o1 , 0
ρ1s o1 = 0

(13)

G(o2s|o1, o2, ρ2s) =

 0.5(1 − ρ2s)|ot2 |ρ2s ot2 , 0
ρ2s ot2 = 0

(14)

where ot2 = |o1 + µ − o2|

There is a possibility that a paired end read not sampled in the
same contig. For this case, both the 1st read and the 2nd read are
considered as 1st read (single read). There are two ρs, ρ1s for the
1st read and ρ2s for the 2nd read. Both are updated using known
Beta distributions. The ρ1s is updated by the mode of distribution
Beta(1 + N1s, 1 + β+ O1s)=

N1s
N1s+β+O1s

where O1s =
∑N1s

k=1 |o1| . The
ρ2s is updated by the mode of distribution Beta(1+N2s, 1+β+Ot2s)
=

N2s
N2s+β+Ot2s

where Ot2s =
∑N2s

k=1 |ot2| . N1s is the number of the 1st

read or single read (read which is not in the same contig with its
mate) in contig s, o1 is the offset of a read. N2s is the number of
the 2nd read in contig s and ot2 is the number of trial for 2nd read.
By using this relative distance, a pair read sampled in the appro-
priate location in a contig has higher probability so that a contig
produced is correct compared using default distance in Genovo.

3.3 Likelihood
The probability distribution in CRP and sampling process are

changed so that the likelihood of the model changes. Same with
Genovo, the likelihood of our model also consits of 4 compo-
nents, shown in formula 4. The likelihood of the alignments
logp(x,y|s,o,b) and the likelihood for generating (uniformly) each
contig letter logp(b) are same with Genovo. While the differ-
ences are for the likelihood of contigs, shown in formula 15 and
the likelihood of offsets, shown in formula 16, 17 and 18.

logp(s) = S log(α)+
S∑

i=1

logΓ(Ns)+logΓ(α)−logΓ(N+α)+N2slog(β) (15)

logp(o|s, ρ1s, ρ2s) = logp(o1|s, ρ1s) + logp(o2|s, ρ2s) (16)

logp(o1|s, ρ1s) =

S∑
i=1

[O1slog(1−ρ1s)+N1slogρ1s+N1slog0.5] (17)

logp(o2|s, o1, ρ2s) =

S∑
i=1

[Ot2slog(1−ρ2s)+N2slogρ2s+N2slog0.5] (18)

where S is the number of contigs, Ns is the number of read in
contig s, N1s is the number of 1st read or single read in contig
s, N2s is the number of 2nd read in contig s, O1s =

∑N1s
k=1 |o1| and

Ot2s =
∑N2s

k=1 |ot2| . There is an additional for the likelihood of
contigs which concerns about bonus parameter and 2nd reads. In
the likelihood of offset, there is two likelihoods, for the 1st read
and the 2nd read. Same with Genovo, our modified also outputs
the assembly that achieved the highest likelihood thus far.
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Table 1 Simulated metagenomic dataset of 13 virus strain

virus LC(x) MC(x) HC(x)
1 Acidianus filamentous virus 1 10 10 5
2 Akabane virus segment L 5 5 5
3 Akabane virus segment M 5 5 5
4 Black queen cell virus 5 5 5
5 Cactus virus X 5 10 5
6 Chinese wheat mosaic virus RNA1 5 5 5
7 Chinese wheat mosaic virus RNA2 5 5 5
8 Cucurbit aphid-borne yellows virus 5 5 5
9 Equine arteritis virus 5 15 5
10 Goose paramyxovirus SF02 5 10 5
11 Human papillomavirus - 1 5 5 5
12 Okra mosaic virus 5 5 5
13 Pariacato virus chromosome RNA1 5 5 5

4. Results
We demonstrate the performance of our modified Genovo by

comparing it with the original Genovo itself. We use MetaSim
[16] to produce simulated metagenomic data of 13 virus strain
which is used in Genovo‘s paper. We generate 50000 pair reads
with length 250 bp and use the default 454 sequencing noise. The
insert length distribution (µ, δ) is (3000,200).

We construct the dataset of different community complexity
following [8], [17] (low, medium and high complexity, as LC,
MC and HC respectively). The LC dataset has only one dominant
organism, the MC dataset has some dominant organisms and the
HC dataset has no dominant organism. In the HC dataset, we set
5 for the coverage of all virus. In the MC dataset, we set 15 for
the coverage of one virus, 10 for the coverage of 4 virus and 5 for
the others. In the LC dataset, we set 10 for the coverage of one
virus and 5 for the others. List of the species and the coverage
used in the dataset shown in Table 1.

Genovo set the parameter alpha α 235. This is the best param-
eter value to assemble for Genovo. To know the performance
of our modified, we use some combinations of parameter be-
tween alpha α and bonus β. The combinations are α {210, 220, 235}

and β {1, 0.1α, 0.3α, 0.5α}. The bonus β = 1 means that there is
no bonus, because doesn‘t change the probability distribution in
CRP. We run both our modified and Genovo for iteration from 25
until 200. As done in previous studies [4], [6], [18], we evalu-
ate only contigs longer than 500 bp. Three measurements (total
contig length, N50 and maximum length of contig) are used to
evaluate the assembly capacity and two measurements (chimera
rate and cover rate) are used to evaluate the assembly quality.

In the HC dataset, for each combination of parameter, our mod-
ified produces higher total length of contig than Genovo. If not
using bonus parameter, our modified produces shorter N50 and
max length of contig. It happens because the modified sampling
process will be executed if a pair of read is in the same contig.
Without bonus parameter means that there will be less pairs of
reads in the contigs. Consequently, the modified sampling pro-
cess less executed and the assembly process doesn’t work opti-
mally. In each value, the best performance is for β = 0.3α. The
best performance of our modified is for a combination of α = 220

and β = 0.3α. The comparison between the best performance of
our modified with Genovo shown in the left side of Fig. 5.

In the MC dataset, same with the HC dataset, our modified

Fig. 5 The comparison of performances for HC and MC dataset

produces higher total length of contig than Genovo. If not using
bonus parameter, our modified is as good as Genovo for α = 210

but produces lower N50 with the increase of α. In each α value,
the best performance is for β = 0.3α. Same with the HC dataset,
the best performance of our modified is for a combination of
α = 220 and β = 0.3α. The comparison between the best per-
formance of our modified with Genovo shown in right side of
Fig. 5. In the first 25 iterations, our modified produces lower N50
and max length of contig, but it increases significantly with more
iterations. In the iteration of 200 which reaches convergence, our
modified is better than Genovo. The max length doesnt increase
significantly.

In the LC dataset, same with the other datasets, our modified
produces higher total length of contig than Genovo. If not using
bonus parameter, our modified is still as good as Genovo. In each
value, the best performance is for bonus β = 0.5α. The best per-
formance of our modified is for a combination of α = 235 and
β = 0.5α. The comparison between the best performance of our
modified with Genovo shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 The comparison of N50 and max length for LC dataset

The computational cost required for our modified is same with
Genovo. For each dataset, both our modified and Genovo dont
produce chimera contig. The cover rate of modified is better than
Genovo but not significant, about 0.03.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
The main procedure of our modified model is the sampling pro-

cess determining the location of a read in the coordinate system
of contig and offset (the beginning of read). That is our reason
why we attempt to modify CRP and offset sampling.

A CRP is a method to sample the contig. We add a bonus
parameter in CRP which intends a pair of reads should be in
a contig. When reaching convergence (in iteration 200), by us-
ing bonus parameter our modified produces assembly as good as,
even better than Genovo for each dataset and each combination of
parameter. For HC dataset, we can say that the performance de-
creases if not using bonus parameter. It means that bonus parame-
ter which we propose gives good impact to the assembly process.

We use relative distance for the number of trial in symmet-
ric geometric distribution in offset sampling process. Using this
relative distance, a pair read which is sampled in the appropri-
ate location in a contig based on the insert length parameter has
higer probability. Therefore a read will be mapped in correct lo-
cation. In each dataset for every combination of parameter, even
not using bonus parameter, our modified produces higher total
length of contig or can be said assembles more reads. This re-
sult means that this relative distance strategy can work well. Our
modified doesnt increase the computational cost, same with Gen-
ovo. Based on the result, it can be concluded that our strategies
can work well achieving better performance for paired end read.

Although our strategies give better results for paired end read,
there are several works left in order to develop a great metage-
nomic assembler. We are going to continue our research. The
next step, we are going to develop a proper scaffolding proce-

dure. There are several challenges to scaffold for metagenome
case. The main challenge is to develop an assembler with scaf-
fold procedure which can automatically generate contiguous as-
semblies yet accurately capture genomic variation information
throughout the assembly process [19]. Mate pair information is
useful to solve this case [2], [7], [8], [18], [19], [20]. Short read,
for example Illumina reads, have been gaining popularity, even
for metagenomic studies [4]. We are going to extend this model
for short read data. Actually, this model can be implemented
for short read data, but the computational cost required is high
enough compared to the other metagenome assemblers. We are
going to solve this case in order to develop a great metagenome
assembler with a realiable compuational cost.
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